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The first part of this paper discusses whether the 
Science Parks are a topic worthy of study in terms of being 
either a new and/or a recent growth phenomenon. The second 
part outlines the reasons for the existence of the Science 
Parks and presents the relationship between "triggerstt, 
sponsors and aim(s). The third part discusses the confusion 
v surrounding the defining of the Science Parks and presents a 
summary of the literature by grouping the attributes of the 
Science Parks and related locations ( Research Parks, 
Innovation Centres, Technology Parks and Business Parks ). 
The last part of this paper presents the results of 
empirical research assessing the accuracy of the literature 
findings. 
SCIENCE PARKS: A NEW AND/OR A RECENT GROWTH PHENOMENON ? 
Science Parks are not a new phenomenon. The first 
Science-based Park was established in 1951 in the USA 
(Stanford Industrial Park) and 1972 in the UK (Cambridge 
Science Park). Nevertheless, this paper argues that the 
Science Parks are still a subject worthy of investigation as 
recent findings have provided evidence of their rapid growth 
characteristics. For example: 
l.The number of operational locations in the UK has 
increased from 2 before 1982 to 33 in 1987 ( Monck et al 
(1988,80)). Furthermore, this total had increased to 38 by 
Sept. 1988 ( Broadhurst 1988 ). The number of firms sited 
on UK locations have increased from 412 to 642 between Dee 
1986 - Feb 1988 with employment increasing from 6,311 to 
7,642 (Rowe (1988)). By Sept. 1988 these totals had 
increased to 730 firms with 8,900 employed ( Broadhurst 
1988). 
e 
2.The number of Technopoles in France have increased 
from 3 to 8 between 1980 - 1985 with employment totaling 
10,000 ( Sunman (1986,ll)). 
3.The number of Innovation Centres in West Germany have 
increased from 0 to 18 between 1980 - 1985 with 300 firms 
employing 3,000 ( Sunman and Lowe (1986,3)). 
4.In 1964 the Research Triangle. Park, USA had 5 firms 
employing 765 staff. By 1981 it had 35. firms employing 
20,000 ( Crompton (1984,46)). 
REASONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF THE SCIENCE PARKS. 
"TRIGGERS" . 
A survey of the literature ( table 1 ) identified 6 
potential "triggers". which it is suggested have led to the 
general existence of the Science Parks.. A "trigger" is 
defined as the reason for the initial consideration of a 
Science Park. 
The most commonly identified "triggers" include 
university / industry linkages, regional unemployment and 
UGC reductions. 
Table 1 The I'Triggew' of a Science Park 
=DZZ==I==5rI=I=11=If===========e 
University Gain experience 
Industry Regional ucc of high-tech ganduaggon 
Linkages Unenployment Reductions firms Effect Image 
==11==0=211=====301*====D----------- ------------ ---------=------------==---- ----P311r===III=I=II======== IrPI==IDI====I=l====11-1 
Allen (1986,33,34) YES YES 
==5===2=====5=======0=P111======511=======================================------======= 5=====1=====1==~-,--- ----- 
Caulcott (1987.89) YES 
-____------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _____------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Currie (1985,6,28,35) YES YES 
========------------===========-========----------------- ------------------==f===I='=fl===III============= 
Jones and Dickson (1985,331 YES 
===========----------=====III-------------------------------- ------------------------------I--------- ----------- -- ---_---_--- ---==z -------p-----------=--=-----------=--- 
HOCBP (1983,3) YES 
===========================---------------------------- ----------------------------=--------------------------=------------=----- -------------------------- ------_----- -____ 
Lowe (1985,4,35,36) YES 
===t==================IP=IEI======'I======================================================================== 
Monck et al (1988,3,77-79) YES YES YES YES 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rowe (1987) YES YES 
================================--=I============ =================t-rlI====ZIII===5ZPI=== 
Segal (1982,8) 
===================t============================================================== 3==21===151=======5 
Segal Wince U (1985,19,35) YES 
===========================11=======01=============--------- --------- 15='11=====10=111=====5=11=1===-1-=====1===== 
Segal (1986,191 YES 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Shattock (1985,143) YES 
=========--t========fS=IIr================================================================================= 
Storey (1987,361 
_____---------------------------------- ----------------------------------------==================================-------==================== 
Taylor (1984,741 YES 
---__------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _____---_-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
"To gain experience of high-technology firmsIt is the 
desire or willingness of the sponsor(s) to understand the 
high-technology firms' growth and consequent funding 
requirements. Keeble and Kelly (1986,89) found that new 
technology based firms exhibit a faster rate of growth 
compared with other small firms. Bullock (1985,2) considers 
the life-cycle of a high-technology firm in terms of a 
tthardeningtt process. An example is a firm developing from a 
software consultancy to a hardware manufacturer. The desire 
to join the ttbandwaggonlt is the willingness of the 
sponsor(s) to initiate a Science Park as a response to the 
existence and/or growth of other locations. For example: a 
University may be ttpushedt' into considering a Science Park 
development as a response to a near ttneighbourtt possessing 
one. Sir Frederick Crawford (Aston), Mike Shattock 
(Warwick) and Tony Pender (English Estates) were influenced 
by the experience of the United States as well as the Bursar 
of Trinity College whom had established the Cambridge 
Science Park ( Monck et al 1988,79). ttImagett is defined as 
the ttcosmetictt. effect sponsor(s) may obtain by being 
associated with a Science Park. For example, it may improve 
the high-technology image of a major clearing bank (Rowe 
1987). 
An analysis of the literature suggests that the 
tttriggerstt have a time dimension and conseguently may relate 
to particular economic circumstances. For example, the 
desire for linkages between Universities and Industry may 
have been "triggered II by a Wilson Government circular (1966) 
requesting closer cooperation between the two. This was 
called "the forging of the White Hot Technological 
Revolutiontt ( Taylor (1984,74)). Another time "trigger" may 
be (1979) for increasing regional unemployment. For 
example, the unemployment rates in the West Midlands ( Aston 
and Warwick Science Parks ) and Strathclyde ( West of 
Scotland Science Park ) stood at 16.5% and 17.1% 
respectively by 1982 (Shattock (1985,143)). Allen (1986,33) 
discusses the need for Clwyd ( Newtech Science Park and 
Innovation Centre ) to revitalise the industrial 
infrastructure of the region as a response to various 
closures including Shotton Steelworks and Courtaulds which 
had left 19% unemployed. A further time lttriggertt may be 
(1981) for University Grants Committee (UGC) reductions. In 
1981 it was announced that some of the newer technical 
Universities (Aston, Bradford, Salford) would suffer grant 
support reductions of up to 44 percent ( Jones and Dickson 
(1985,33)). At the University of Keele the UGC allocations 
in 1986/87 had decreased in real terms by 35.7% compared 
with 1980/81 ( THES 13/6/86 ). This paper suggests that the 
ltbandwaggontt effect is likely to be a recent Ittrigger" as a 
response to the recent rapid growth of other locations. 
SPONSORS. 
The survey identified 6 groups of sponsors of the 
Science Parks. These include Regional Development Agencies 
(RDA's), LOCal Government, University / HEI, Private firms, 
l 
Banks and Property Developers ( UKSPA,1988 ). The prime 
sponsor is defined as the body whom initially proposed / 
considered the location. The earliest locations, for 
example, Cambridge Science Park (1972) and Heriot-Watt 
Research Park (1972) have only single sponsors and are 
University based initiatives ( UKSPA,1988). However, of the 
31 operational locations opened between 1982-1987, 23 (74%) 
have mixed sponsors ( UKSPA,1988). 
* 
AIMS. 
rablc 2 rhe Aims of the Scarce Parks 
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bbH!r TC (19ss.11 YES 
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OTllShdL (19E2.461 Y*s 
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wIneberry (1964.so6) v- 
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LOrc (19a4.L.8.27) Yes YES M 
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Mk l r aI l1988.167.16d.2L7) w* YES YeI I- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..t.*......~........*................................~.....................................~............*..~.~...............-......-. 
Yicholl (1986) Ye¶ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.................................................~......~.~...........~....==.=.==~=.=-= 
Pmt.y f1984.56.155) 'IES m 
. . . . ..~...........................................................--....~.~....~...........~....~~.....-""..-."~....=-~..-..-. 
DEm 09e4.8.9.511 F 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*...".....................".................*.~.....~-..~..~.........~.....-....~~....-.-=~~= 
Iobwtf N-d Y.Inw (1968,78> m 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~................................~~...............................~......~...........=-.....~..-~.-.=.-. 
lnamx (19M.55.56) m 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..~......................................-.......==.=..=.............~... 
low (lvr05.41) r- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....................~....................................................................~...~.......~....................=..~..=...~.. 
SN),, (1902,161 m 7" 
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The literature suggests that the Science Parks may have 
a wide variety of aims ( table 2 ). In order to simplify 
the literature findings, this paper classifies the aim(s) as 
economic and/or social. For example, technology transfer, 
changing the industrial infrastructure and providing a 
financial return on the land are economic objectives. On 
e 
the other hand, the University / HE1 being seen to play a 
more active role in the local community is a social aim and 
this may be particularly important at a time of high local 
unemployment. Academic spin-offs are classified as being 
both economic and social aims. For example, it may provide 
additional income and' employment opportunities ( economic 
aims ) as well as fulfilling the personal ambition of the 
academic ( social aim ). 
From the literature a number of hypotheses are 
developed by relating the VqtriggersV' to the sponsors and the 
aim(s) to the "triggersll and sponsors. 
Hvootheses Relatino t*Triaaersll to Soonsors. This paper 
argues that the "triggers" can be related to particular 
,’ sponsors. For example: 
l.The desire to achieve linkages between the 
Universities and Industry and UGC reductions are VltriggerslV 
for the University / HE1 ( table 3 ). 
2.Regional unemployment is a l'trigger'V for the Regional 
Development Agencies, Local Government and Property 
Developers ( English Estates ). 
3.The desire @Ito gain experience of high-technology 
firms" is a @ltriggerVV for the Private firms ( Prudential ) 
and the major clearing banks. 
4.The "bandwaggon" effect and the desire to improve 
N@image8@ are lqtriggersql for all sponsors. 
e 
Table 3 Relating mTriggers'0 to Sponsors 
_------------------------ ===1=====15==------------------------- 
Regional University 
Development Local Polytechnic Private Property 
Sponsors Agencies Goverrment HEI Firms Banks Developers 
==0==1==013==lIlr======DPI= ==TiI=1====0==lr========E=iL---=== _----me 
Triggers 
'===+-5==il=IJII==3=====------ ------*==========I===========-=========-- --==P=P111111=IPZ=31========~==============================~ 
University-industry links YES 
======'=====IS=S=t-------==========I=IZI- -------_-------_----------- -e--e-- -IlfDIIIIII==llf==P1=================~=======--------------------------- 
Regional unenployment YES YES YES 
=====------------===-==llf============------ ------------ -----P=llfl=tPII=t==DI=13=-l=t=====~==============================--------------------------- ---------------------------==== 
UGC reductions YES 
-----------=1=============================*=======~==~======================== =0=3=1===1=1=15===1==i===1====r;---------------- 1===a==s=iI=== 
Gain experience of high-tech firms YES YES 
=f=I==I=C==I==I==J- ---------1============D=2=-o=-==DI====P=------------------- -------------------============================= ---------- 
ganduag~on effect YES YES YES YES YES YES 
-----------------------------------rl------------ ----mm-- ----------------------------===----------------------------------- rS===E=D=I=ll===---------------------------- ------------============1==1-=1---------- 
image YES YES YES YES YES YES 
=E==P=-------- -----------------======3='5- o-------  -If=============--------------- --------- ----=====tSIISlt------------------------------ ----------------------------=I======-I 
Hvuotheses Relatina Aim(s) to "Triaaersl! and Soonsors. This 
,,. paper suggests that the aim(s) of the Science Parks can be 
related to the ltriggerssl and sponsors. For example, the 
aim of a particular location would be a change in the 
industrial infrastructure if its V'trigger'8 was increasing 
regional unemployment. Its sponsors would be either one or 
a combination of Regional Development Agencies, Local 
. 
Government and Property Developers (English Estates). 
Broadhurst (1988) related the aim(s) of the Science Parks to 
sponsors and argues that the aims of a particular location 
would be property development and technology transfer if its 
sponsor was a University / HEI. 
The relationship between :'triggers", sponsors and 
aim(s) is shown by the VVeffectivenessll loop (figure 1). * 
Fiuure 1 The llEffectivenessV' Loon. 
Aims Sponsor(s) 
S = f(T). 
A= 
f(S) l 
A= 
f(T) l 
where - 
S = Sponsors 
f = function of 
T= lITrigger@' 
A= Aim(s) 
The figure shows that the sponsors are a function of 
"triggers" and the aim(s) are a function of both sponsors 
and "triggers". Consequently, it is concluded that in order 
to understand the "effectiveness u loop it is necessary to : 
l.Identify the "triggers". (and relate to - ) 
Z.Identify the prime sponsors. (and relate to - ) 
e 
3.Identify the aim(s). 
However, a particular methodological problem found for 
any empirical study is that 23 of the 33 operational 
locations have mixed rather than single sponsors (UKSPA Feb 
1988). Consequently, individual locations may have more 
than one aim and it may not be possible to apply the 
"effectiveness" loop. Furthermore, where locations have 
mixed sponsors it may be difficult to identify the prime 
sponsor ie. the sponsor whom initially proposed / considered 
the location. In addition, the initial time "trigger" may 
be "hidden" as there may be a long gestation period between 
the initial consideration of a Science Park and the time 
needed to become fully operational. For example, at Surrey 
A' Research Park the initial idea was conceived in 1979 but it 
took five years before construction on phase 1 began ( Parry 
1988 ). 
This paper concludes that the Science Parks are a topic 
worthy of further investigation in terms of being a recent 
growth phenomenon and having a wide variety of economic 
ble 4 The Comparison of a Science Park related Locations 
:==:====I:E5=====;=:;==================================== 
Spectrun of Reseerch Research Science Innovation Technology Technopark Business High Technology High Technology Industrial Reel Estate 
Schemes Park Centre Centre Centre Park Park Development Estate Estate Developsent 
-_----------------------------------------------------------- _______------------------------------------------------------ ==:=================;=======r=============================================================================== 
ompton (1984,9) YES 
I:E=::==;=:====:=l==;==:===:=:================================================================================================================================*======*======= 
oss (1982,434) YES 
=;:II=:=;=;T:=;;=:;:I:=:==I=:================================================================================================================================================ 
rrie (1985,l) YES 
;=:II=:TI=::=E=E===:;:=:=E=:=::====:============================================================================================================================================ 
I/Shell (1982,421 YES YES YES 
==:==:==============E::-=l:================================================================================================================================================= 
nneberry (1984,271 YES 
==:=:=:E::=::==:=:=:::=:=:====:================================================================================================================================~==---------- ---------- 
use of C omaons Paper(1983,7) YES 
________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ________________________________________------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
cdonald (1987.25) YES YES YES YES YES 
=============I======eT-:===L-------------------====================------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------=============== 
nck et al (1988,621 YES YES YES YES 
==:::::===:==:::=:==:=::=======I=========================================================================================================================================== 
reton Smith (1984.5) YES 
------------------------------==------------------==================================================================================================================== ____-_------------------------ 
rry (1982,3) YES 
------------------------==-;=======-------============================================================================================================================== __________--^----------- 
oks (1988,581 YES 
________________________________________----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- _____-_--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------============= 
gal (1982.4) YES YES YES 
_________---------------------- ______________--------===;======================================================================================================================================== 
omson (1984,76) YES 
======;=;===:=:==:=I::I::I=;=::======:========================================================================================================================================== 
SPA (1986,1) YES YES YES 
__________-------------------- _________-_----------=====================================--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ____________--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
and/or social aim(s). The next part attempts to establish 
the total population of the Science Parks in the UK by the 
defining of the Science Parks. 
REVIEWING SCIENCE PARK DEFINITIONS: IS THERE CONFUSION ? 
From a survey of the literature a total of 83 
definitions of the Science Parks and related locations were 
e 
found. Table 4 presents a summary of the 83 where the term 
Science Park has been used interchangeably with related 
locations. For example, it has been compared as a Research 
Park, Research Centre, Science Centre and Technology Park 
(Macdonald (1987,25)). Table 5 shows that the 41 members of 
the United Kingdom Science Park Association (UKSPA Feb 1988) 
classify themselves (in their title) according to 15 
different names ranging from a Science Park to a Research 
Park, Innovation Park, Technopark, House, Centre and 
Technology Enterprise Centre. 
Table 5 The UKSPA Classification of Locations 
Total 
===== 
Science Park 
Research Park 
Innovation Park 
Technopark 
Technology Park 
Research Centre 
Innovation Centre 
, Technology Centre 
Technology Enterprise Centre 
Business Technology Centre 
Technology Exchange 
Centre 
House 
Industry Link 
Business Enterprises LTD 
J4 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
== 
41 
== 
C_.  .--.. I IIYCDA Feb 1988 1. 
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WHY IS THERE CONFUSION ? 
It has been suggested that confusion has arisen because 
there is no widely accepted definition of a Science Park 
(Macdonald (1987,25)) and the term does not exist in 
planning law ( Tweddle (1980,254)). Sanders concluded at 
the 3rd UKSPA Conference (Feb 1988) - 
w 
"my ma in message today is that there is no single 
solution in the provision or definition of Science Parks". 
The term may have been confused because it combines all 
the best images for property development ( Bullock 
(1983,9)). This paper suggests that the words "Science" and 
"Parktt may signify a synergistic association between the 
needs of Science-based industry and skilled labour and 
consequently may act as a ttpulllV factor attracting firms  and 
labour to a particular location. Consequently, it is likely 
that the term will continue to be abused ( House of Commons 
Background Paper (1983,7)). 
As there was confusion in the literature it was 
necessary to construct a definition in order to define a 
sampling frame of the Science Parks. *This would enable a 
sample to be chosen for the purpose of a wider study 
investigating networking. 
CONSTRUCTING A DEFINITION. 
In order to simplify the literature findings a definition 
was constructed from the grouping of the Science Park 
attributes. Attributes were grouped according to: the 
physical attributes of buildings and land: the managerial 
attributes of management, sponsors and rules and regulations 
governing the operation of the location: and firm 
attributes. As the literature review also identified the 
attributes of related locations ( Research Parks , 
Innovation Centres, Technology Parks and Business Parks ), 
the findings for all locations were compared to find any 
overlaps and distinct differences. 
Phvsical Attributes. Tables 6-7 present a summary of the 
literature which has mentioned the physical property 
attributes of buildings and land. 
Table 6 The Building Attributes of a Science Park 
===IEI=II=3======P===IP113====llIIP-5====================~== 
Physical Enables changing 
Property Mixed use Property 
Development premises requirements 
==ll==llf===rl5t==ll-1-3= ==111=51=11=115=iIIIIf3D===III-l====-IPI===== 
Carter and Watts (1984.4) YES 
==I===II===l=I==f=I==Pf=P=I----------============================------- ------- 
Debenham TC (1983,16,20,24) YES YES 
=112==111=------------------------ ---------------------------------=========================== 
Eul (1984,51) YES YES 
-----------------------------------------=---------------- ----==I==== ___----_------__----_______________^____- ---------- 
Nenneberry (1984,25,27) YES 
---------------------------------------===================== ==========--------------------------------------- 
Herring Son Dau (1984,19,26) YES 
I5=II=IPID==rll=P=IL=--I--pIplr----------- ----------========================------- 
Macdonald (1987,251 YES 
=='=I'==I'fI===II==I=======-------------- --------- --------------=======-------======--------- 
NDCF (1983,8) YES 
=fl==IIDI-..--------- ___--_--____________----------- -----------=======r=f------------------------------------- -- - - = == q  = 
Segal (1982,3) YES 
o====----------- -----------1===115=-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------======== 
Taylor (1984,75) 
_____--_____----____---------------------------- .============5===1=5lt-------------------------------------------------- 
uorthington (1984,611 YES YES 
---------_____---__---------------- I===I5=E==I======t=5===3PE======I=5----------------------------------- 
The building attributes are mainly a physical property 
development which caters for mixed uses under the same roof. 
The National Development Control Forum (1983,8) suggests 
that it is important that buildings allow for mixed use 
activities as the amount 'of floorspace allocated to 
research, development, production and storage can change 
w 
cyclically. Furthermore, the buildings should facilitate 
changing property requirements as 19 percent of all Science 
Park firms expanded their property during 1985-1986. In 
addition, 61 percent of expanded firms had a 300 percent 
property expansion (Monck et al (1988,97)). 
Land attributes include a location with land which is 
on or within close proximity to a University / HE1 and has a 
low density ( low ratio of buildings to land ). The ratio 
of buildings to land at Cambridge Science Park is 
approximately 1:6 compared with 1:2 on a conventional 
industrial estate ( Segal Quince Wicksteed (1985,42)). 
Fur-the&ore, the literature suggests that the locations are 
usually situated in an attractive park-like environment and 
have a high quality of design and landscaping. The layout 
, should take advantage of the natural amenities of the site - 
trees, ponds and hedgerows (Herring Son and Daw (1982,27)). 
In addition, Currie (1985) suggests that the location must 
have the potential for expansion. Tweddle (1980,255) argues 
that a Science Park should not be less than 150 acres for it 
to be able to give maximum benefit. However, locations are 
much smaller than this. For example, Aston and Warwick 
Science Park locations are 22 and 42 acres respectively 
(Financial Times Surveys 1983-1987). 
Table 7 The Land Attributes of a Science Park 
_-------- ____,,,--=====t==5==LIDS=0=---lf====================== 
On or close Attractive Duality of 
proximity to Park-like Design Potential for 
University Lou Density Environment Landscape expansion 
-----------------------DpI ___-------------------- ===I=Of112=t=35D=1=1============= ===III=ILIIDISPI1PltPIDI30Sltl====I= 
Brook (1982,180) YES YES 
____________-------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- __-------------------------- ----------i=------------------------------------------------------- 
Crompton (1984,9) YES YES YES 
------------------------------------------------------------------ =Z=======I=======IPI=========------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Currie (1985,1,12,29,41) YES YES YES 
------------------------------------------------ ====IPzs======Il==============111'1==------------------------------------------------ 
Dalton (1985,233) YES 
--------------------------===------------- -------------===---------------------------======================= --------------------------- __------------------------ 
Debenham TC (1983,7,20,98) YES 
=======================II=f=l====I==llrD===--------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------= 
DTI/Shell (1982,6,50) YES YES YES YES 
_________-------___------------------------------------------- --------------------------------- ____________________--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Eul (1985,164,167) YES YES YES 
--------------------------======-----------=======------======================================= ___----------------------- 
Henneberrytl984,25) YES YES YES 
P=I==I=------------ --PI--------------- ---------------====---- --- -----===------================================ 
Loue (1984,13,18,24,35) YES YES YES 
==p--------------------------------- ------------------------------------------ ------ ---------------------------------111111'====------------------------------------------------ 
Macdonald (1987,251 YES 
========================lIIrl=-------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------============ 
NDCF (1983,4) YES 
-----------__-------------------------------- ====================II-I==============================--------------------------------------------- 
Salesbury (1984,13) YES YES 
_______---_______-__-------------------- ----- ==11111=1===1==5=====II---===flf====IIIl==-=--------------------------------------------- 
Segal (1982.3.13) YES YES YES YES 
____-_--______--____----------- -------------------------------------------=============-------- ____________________------------------------------------------------------ 
Segal Quince U (1985,42,176) YES YES YES 
______---__------___------------------------------- -_-___-----______--------------------------- ______________-_____----------------------------------------- ---------__------_-_-------------- 
Taylor (1984,751 YES 
_______---_______--_-------------------------------------- ------- ==============================-------------------------------------- ________------____-_------- 
Trinity College (1983,191 YES YES YES 
============================r______,____---------------------- ---------------------------------======================----------- 
Tueddle (1983,35) YES YES YES 
__________-____------- --------------r2=25==11==1o========r=========================================== ____________________---------------- 
Tueddle (1984,38) YES YES YES YES 
_____---- ____________________---------------------------------------- ------------========5=======------------------------------------------------------------ _________------------ 
Worthington (1982,381 YES 
====I===fS=====E==l===='========================================================================= 
.  .  .  . . I  
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Manaoer ia l  A ttributes. The  manager ia l  a ttr ibutes m e n tio n e d  
in  th e  l i terature inc lude m a n a g e m e n t, sponsors  a n d  ru les a n d  
regu la tions  govern ing  th e  ope ra tio n  o f th e  locat ion. 
The  l i terature sugges ts th a t th e  m a n a g e m e n t is e n g a g e d  
in  a  var iety o f func tions  wh ich  inc lude prov id ing  manager ia l  
suppo r t to  firm s a n d  superv is ing bu i ld ing  works  ( S h a ttock  
( 1985 ,144) ) . The  m a n a g e m e n t o f ind iv idua l  locat ions va ti in  
te rms  o f w h e the r  they  a re  on-s i te o r  o ff-site, s ize (  n u m b e r  
o f suppo r t staff ), ski l ls (  w h e the r  fo r  instance, ma rke tin g  
a n d  financ ia l  p lann ing  ass is tance is p rov ided  )  a n d  th e  
avai labi l i ty o f ven tu re  capi ta l  (  S c ience Pa rk  b rochures  ). 
The re  is overa l l  a g r e e m e n t th a t locat ions have  s ing le  o r  
m ixed sponsors  a n d  ope ra tiona l  l inks with a  Universi ty / H E 1  
( tab le  8  ). 
Tab le  9  sugges ts th e  var iety 
a ttr ibutes govern ing  th e  ope ra tio n  
select ive e n try cr i ter ia wh ich  m a y  
th e  techno log ica l  con te n t o f th e  
o f ru les  a n d  regu la tions  
o f th e  locat ion to  b e  a  
inc lude a n  assessmen t o f 
firm s' p roduc ts (Monck  
(1985 ,129) ) . O the r  a ttr ibutes m a y  b e  flex ib le  p lann ing  
permiss ion  a l low ing  m ixed use  ac tivities. F lex ib le  
tenanc ies  (short,  m e d i u m  a n d  long  te rm)  a re  especia l ly  
impo r ta n t in  v iew o f th e  firm s' chang ing  p rope r ty 
r equ i remen ts. E u l (1985 )  sugges ts th a t o n  a  S c ience Pa rk  
locat ion, conven tiona l  p roduc tio n  a n d  o ffice ac tivities a re  
exc luded . 
. . . .-9 
Table 8 The Sponsors 
=11112=1111=11===1=1 
Operational University 
Mixed links uith related Central Local Development 
Sponsors Univ./HE1 development Private Covermient Authorities Agencies 
==II*1-=I==I~*=~~~==*~===~~==~*===*-==~~=~=---~~~==*==------ ------==ill l l l l l l l=o===============~-===================== 
Carter and Uatts (1984,3) YES 
'IP=ltlll l l l l 'PII=~*~====-=======-=====*===-== =IIIlrI==1=31======1*====l===+==== 1111=================== 
Currie (1985,1,17,33,38) YES YES YES YES 
=llt=P=~=rllPII*1I===~===~~========~=~====~~===~----===========~====~~--- ---=I=l=IIII=IP=I=I=Ir===-P=lrllP-EPI================ 
Debanham TC (1983.20) YES 
3===Il=lfl l==lr==i===-=======-====-=================== =====1===1=0==115==0=======-===~========================== 
DTI/Shell (1982,6) YES 
ll==-*ll====115==tZIPIIII =IIP==*==I==:l==----- -----==LtlP=II========--P======~==I-= 
Earl (1985,164) YES 
9=11=eIIopI===I=p==3-e===II==-==13p=pI==----------------------------------- ---------- -----------------------------------pI----------======================= 
tienneberry (1984,25) YES 
v =II==I1II=3===llfDZI=-=t============~===== r========================================================================== 
Herring Son Dau (1984,19) YES 
=====t====011===3--------DP='Z=II=tlt----------= -------- ---------- --------- ---------0----------=======111= __---___-- Zf====I===P===I=P====== 
Lowe (1984,13,31) YES 
-I*I=Llll=fPIII==III====*=~====~===========---------------------------------- -------- ----------------------------------==============--------============= 
Honck (1986,6) YES 
1=1=5111E===IIZr===I-OI=I--51--------1PI============================ -------- ===========================I======= 
Monck et al (1988,84-87) YES YES YES YES 
I=li=LIIIIII=IDI=I=IPI========-------- --------Z============If========-======================~================================= 
Moreton Smith (1984,s) YES 
il===II===P=r====II===111====-I=5--------- ---------=====r=====o===-=III'===-pD==9p======= 
NDCF (1983.4) YES 
~Ps==II=P=I=I==---------------------- --- --===1125==L======III=====r====tt-==1Z========================================= ----------------------=---=-- 
Parry (1982,3) YES 
==I==== =I=I51==z==Pzs=z=PD=z =lil=i==1IPI=I-- --P=r=llllt=I11S====~==II-0===ltDJ=l== ==1-0====1==1=1=1=-==1--------- -e----v 
Planning (1982.9) YES 
------- ------- --m-e --------------w---- -------=-------p-----I---------------------=====-================================================================= 
Rowe (1988,t) YES 
========='===================EI============~====================================================================== 
Salesbury (1984,131 YES 
=I======IP===I=====P=====D==-I=======I========================== 
Segal (1982,3) YES 
================r=======IIp======----------- -----------o==========---------=~==========================-------================ 
Taylor (1984,751 YES 
1=====1====1===1====II====IIIpI==Ip==============================================~======================================= 
Trinity College (1983,191 YES 
I=5=lllr=ID=lr=t=IPI======11============-======================= 
Tueddle (1983,351 YES 1 
==llt=ll l l lrf l=P===I===================-=~-=-=*==========~====================================================== 
Tueddle (1984,381 YES 
======II===========I~==o='====r====================================================================================== 
Uorthington (1982,381 YES 
IzD33=IPP======I====~====~===1=============~====~====================~==============================~============= 
UKSPA (1986,1) YES YES 
================z= I===t3=II===PIPD===I=I==-t==-DE====I==O================== 
Table 9 The Rules and Regulations Attributes on a Science Park 
======================='I======z================================== 
Selective Flex. Planning Conventional 
entry permission Flexible production 
criteria mixed use tenancies exe t uded 
Illlil~==li=P~=PI=I~~~~~~~=============*====-*===-============================== 
Carter and Watts (1984,31) YES 
Iltllt*flll=llllll-====--===*=================~===========-=== ====I============= 
Currie (1985,1,2,12) YES 
PIII=~~*IPPIIIIIILIP~~==51=ii=I~ ==i=l=PIDI==I====3====1 
Eul (1985,51,164) YES YES YES 
==IPP=======I=1=DI=I=-============================-============================= 
Hennebarry (1984,25,50) YES YES 
III=51 I=i-ill===f=IPlflS=D===-=ePIIPIPIII 
Loue (1984,501 YES 
1=2P=IIIle=5====115========I========================================= 
Monck (1985,127,129) YES YES 
=-----------=========-1111--1=1========================================================= 
Monck (1986.7) YES 
li=IIS130flDPeIIIIISIIPIIIP------I=-------=------=--~=================================== --  ------ -- 
Firm Attributes. Table 10 presents a summary of the 
literature which has identified the attributes of firms. 
Table 10 The Firm Attributes of a Science Park 
==1=51===*====11===-IIIzr==llI===911-Ip======= 
Collection of Caters for the 
high-technology At all stages starter A high level A Lou level of 
firms of development firm of research manufacturing 
======I==------------------- -------------------======================================----------- -----------==------============------- 
Brook (1982,180) YES 
.====IIPI====zI=II======-=*==11=------- -------=_,_____---==11--====15================== ---------- 
Carter and Uatts (1984,3) YES YES 
-------------------------====================-------=---- =1------------------------- - -=========*==il=f-==1===0=5===0=;=====5==== 
Cronpton (1984,9) YES 
===1========5==1111=====--------- ------ =1==1==*11=1===1=1=1=====------------ -----------====I=====-- ---T=Irl== ---------=====------ 
Currie (1985,l) YES 
____----------------- -------- =I=====----------------- -----------------p=====-P-------------------------------------- ------------------------------------=======----------------------------- 
Herring Son and Dau Cl984,19) YES YES 
____--___--_________-- --------------DIIEDII------lll-ILI==================================---------------------- I====IPIII========IPI---------------- 
'Lowe (1984,131 YES 
=======1=====1111=5--------------- ----- ---=====p=5--------------------------------- -------------------------------=======--------------- ---------------========= 
Moreton Smith (1984.5) YES YES 
====================rIllIlDI---------------- ____--__-----_______----- ---Ip=I=5==p====I========p== -------------=====t===*---------------------------- 
Parry (1982.3) YES 
____---__----_____-------- -----=================I============== ==r==---------------------------------------------------------------- _________________---------------- ===== 
Trinity College (1983,191 YES 
_________________-------------------- ----=========-------======= ===z--- ____---__----___----------- ---======----------------------------- _________________-_-------------------- 
Twaddle (1983.35) YES 
-------------------------------------======================================================== ---------==------------------------------------- we -- 
Tueddle (1984,381 YES 
------------------------------------=============================-------------========================== _________________------------------- m-_-e-- 
It is clear from the table that the attributes consist 
of a collection of high-technology firms which are at all 
stages of development. Monck et al (1988,129)) defines 
high-technology in terms of all firms located on Science 
Parks even though Monck (1986,ll) found that 10 percent of 
firms provide financial and business services. Henneberry 
(1974,26) defines high-technology in terms of the industrial 
classification of firm activities. These classifications 
include Scientific and Industrial Instruments, Electrical 
Engineering and other Professional and Scientific Services. 
The stage of development of firms range from an independent 
single site company to a subsidiary or branch of a UK 
company and a unit, department or subsidiary of a University 
( Monck (1987,8)). Furthermore, the location may cater 
especially for the starter firm. This may be shown by the 
provision of incubator facilities such as communal telephone 
answering and typing services. Moreton Smith (1984,5) 
suggests that firms may undertake a high level of research 
and a low level of manufacturing. 
The following analysis presents a summary of the 
literature which has identified the attributes of related 
developments, for example, Research Parks, Innovation 
Centres, Technology Parks, and Business Parks. Owing to a 
lack of data it was not possible to use the same groupings 
as were used for the Science Parks. 
DEFINING A RESEARCH PARK 
Table 11 presents a summary of the literature which has 
identified the attributes of a Research Park. It is 
observed that there are overlaps with the Science Parks 
particularly with regard to the land attributes. A Research 
Park may also be on or within close proximity to a 
F 
University / HE1 and have a low ratio of buildings to land. 
Furthermore, it may be situated in an attractive park-like 
environment which has a high quality of design and 
landscaping. 
DEFINING AN INNOVATION CENTRE. 
From the literature findings ( table 12 ) it is 
observed that overlaps with the Science Parks may include 
the location being on or within close proximity to a 
University / HE1 and flexible tenancies. However, distinct 
differences may be that an Innovation Centre is situated in 
an Industrial Building and is a development within a 
restricted space which consequently offers limited 
opportunity for expansion. Furthermore, there may be more 
emphasis than firms located in Science Parks upon the 
development of inventions into commercial products. 
==:==11=5=::=;1=1:===========r=========================================================================================================================================== 
S3A (~'2861) iewi 
=====:E=::;:==I:==:===:=-==:=-=I==;============================================================================================================================================= 
S3A S3A S3A S3A (l~'~L'W61) aHo 
=11=5==: :=5=:===12====1==;=:=-=2==:===========================================================================================================================~================= 
S3A (sz'7861) Mea pie uos 6u!Jwt 
=======::=I=:====:==:= =======:=================:========================================================================================================================== 
S3A (lO~'986L) ~JJJ’WJ’JW 
==;==:=:=========; :=I1=====:======-e========================================================================================================================================== 
S3A S3A S3A S3A S3A (zs's861) In3 
______________---___--------------------------------------------------------------------------- _____--__----_-r----________^___________------------------------------------------------------- ====================D====================================================== 
531 (Zt'ZB61) llWS/110 
=::r=T=:I=::15==:=========:=======================================================================================================~====================================== 
S3A S3A S3A 531. S3A S3A (ei'~i'f861) 3 I wuaqaa 
=======:=======L===:===I==-==I=-======================================================================~======================================================================== 
S3A S3A (01'9861) wlhJ3 
=====:=.:=:==:====:======='============================================================================================================================================== 
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Table 12 The Attributes of an Innovation Centre 
===321 =rsD=====IPr====='===15=============-- -_I =I= = 
On or close Within a Caters for the Devel. of inven. 
Industrial proximity to restricted Limited for Flexible starter into a comner. 
Building University space expansion tenancies firm product 
--------- I=*=llllll=fS=IIIIPI~===~~======~=~~~~================~=~==========~==============~=============~---------================== 
Currie (1985,l) YES YES YES 
------===============1-1====='==1==1============================================================================================== 
Debenham T C (1983,161 YES YES YES YES 
===1=11=15==1112051===1155========1=========------------------ ------------------========================================================== 
Eul (1984,521 YES YES 
331===1511=======11=========~================================~------------ ------------========-------============*====================== 
Eul (1985,163) YES YES 
=1=1111==5====31=1=5=====------------- -------------=============------=====================-------======================================= 
Loue (1984,161 Yes 
____________________-------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------==== ---------------------------------------- _____-_---________-_------------------------------------------------------------ 
Monck et al (1988,69) YES 
w 
======================l=Ip------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------==================================================== 
Taylor (1984.75) YES YES 
_____________-------------------------------------------------------------------------====================================== ----------______------------------------ -----------_---------------------------------- 
Worthington (1982,371 YES YES YES 
_--------- -------------------------------------------==========================================,============================= ___-_----__-__----__--------------------------------- 
DEFINING A TECHNOLOGY PARK. 
In a Technology Park academic involvement may not be 
essential and there may be more emphasis on production as 
the entry criteria may allow small and medium sized 
manufacturing units. However, from table 13 it is observed 
that overlaps may occur with the land attributes and both 
may have a collection of high-technology firms which need 
mixed use activity premises. 
Table 13 The Attributes of a Technology Park 
===------===============IPE=====I-=============== 
On or close High quality Collection of Academic 
Mixed use proximity to of design and high-technology Errphasis on involvement not Campus iii 
premises University landscaping firms production essential atmosphere 
__------- ____---___________-------- ----------------------------------- ----------------------------------===------------------------------------ ===o====---------------------------------- _ _______________,_,___-----====I================= 
Debenham T C (1983,201 YES YES YES YES 
---------------------------------psII=-I====--------==----------- =======I==================---- ------------_------_--------- -----------=====I====-------------------- e-v---- --------------------=------- 
Lowe (1984,151 YES YES YES 
--------------------------------------====================================================~ -------------------------------------====-------------------------------------- ________________--__----------------- 
Lowe (1985,311 YES YES YES 
-_---___--_____----_--------- _____-___--______----------------- ----------------------------------------==-----------------------------------  ~~~~~_~~~~_,~~~~~~~~____--~~~-=5 ==============---------------------------------------- 
SRI/GLC (1980,16,157) YES YES YES 
----------------------===================: ____-__________----_-------- _----_________-----_-------- -------------------------------===============================---------------------- -----____________-------------- 
DEFINING A BUSINESS PARE. 
From table 14 it is observed that similarities with the 
Science Parks may include a location of low density which 
allows for mixed use activities. However, distinct 
differences may be that a Business Park is not required to 
be on or within close proximity to an academic institution 
and may allow mass production activities. FurthermoGe, 
there may be no on-site research and development facilities. 
Table 14 The Attributes of a Business Park 
=================I======================== 
Not close No research or 
Mixed use proximity to Mass development 
premises Lou Density University production facility 
t==fllZ=r====llrP=DlfDI --m-e- ------1=====11============1--= ------- 
Debenham T C (1983,201 YES YES 
=5=------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------== ----me ========I=rl==IPD====D====I==--------- 
Eul (1985,164) YES YES YES 
====================IIIIElrrf=I===l============================================================================ 
Loue (1984,181 YES YES 
=======t============================================================================================ 
Thomson (1985,751 YES 
-------------------------------= -------- ____--------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------==-------- _______-_-__---------------------------------------------- 
Worthington (1985,751 YES YES 
--------------------------------------- ======--------======I============-I-ZIIE--------------------------------------- 
CONCLUSIONS FROM THE LITERATURE REVIEW. 
This paper concludes that there is general agreement in 
the literature as to the similarity in the attributes of the 
Science Parks as compared with related locations despite the 
confusion in the names. However, owing to a lack of data 
the classification of attributes relating to Research Parks, 
Innovation Centres, Technology Parks and Business Parks was 
. . . 
. 
less exhaustive than that for the Science Parks. 
For the purposes of this research a Science Park is 
defined as a physical property development which has mixed 
use premises and enables changing property requirements. It 
is on or within close proximity to a University / HE1 and is 
of low density ( low ratio of buildings to land ). It is 
situated in an attractive park-like environment and ha& a 
high quality of design and landscaping. A Science Park has 
the potential for expansion. It has a management which is 
engaged in a wide variety of functions and has single or 
mixed sponsors. A Science Park contains a collection of 
high-technology firms which are at all stages of 
development. It caters for the starter firm. Firms on 
Science Parks undertake a high level of research and a low 
level of manufacturing. 
The next part of this paper attempts to assess the 
accuracy of the constructed definition by a comparison with 
actual locations. 
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH. 
The purpose of the empirical research was to answer the 
following research questions. 
1.1s the definition of the Science Parks constructed by 
the grouping of the Science Park attributes found from the 
literature review accurate with a comparison of actual 
locations ? Conversely, are there distinct differences 
between locations possessing some or all of the attributes ? 
2.Are there any similarities and distinct differences 
between the Science Parks and related locations ( Research 
Parks, Innovation centres, Technology Parks and Business 
e 
Parks ) possessing some or all of the attributes ? 
METHODOLOGY. 
l.A questionnaire was constructed from the grouping of 
attributes identified from the literature surrey. Questions 
were predominantly closed-ended. For example, did the 
location have the particular attribute or not ? 
2.A postal survey was conducted of the 33 operational 
members of the United Kingdom Science Park Association 
(UKSPA Feb 1988). Postal questionnaires were sent to the 
persons designated as contact points by UKSPA. Their titles 
range from Science Park Director, Managing Director, 
Marketing Director and General Manager, Chief Executive, 
Executive Director, Senior Bursar and Acting Chief Estates 
Surveyor. 
3.A follow-Up postal survey was undertaken of the 
locations whom had not replied. 
4.In order to analyse the data, locations with similar 
titles were grouped. For example, a Research Park was 
grouped with a Research Centre and an Innovation Park was 
grouped with an Innovation Centre. Finally, a Technology 
Park was grouped with a Technopark, Technology Centre, 
Technology Enterprise Centre, Business Technology Centre and 
Enterprise Centre. 
5.The chi-square statistical technique was used to 
analyse the data. In order to apply the technique the data 
w 
was grouped. 
FINDINGS. 
l.Re.snonse Rate. 27 completed questionnaires were returned 
representing an 82 percent response rate. However, 1 reply 
included data relating to a second location which was at the 
advanced planning stage. A further location informed the 
researcher that the University had discontinued its Science 
Park venture. Consequently, 29 out of 34 possible responses 
were received representing an 85 percent actual response. 
24 replies indicated that they wished to have feedback of 
the results. 
Table 15 shows the number of replies received. 
Table 15 The Number of responses from each Location 
======----------~---------------------------------- ---------------------------------- 
Total 
===== 
Science Park 
Research Park 
Innovation Park 
Technopark 
Technology Park 
Research Centre 
Innovation Centre 
Technology Centre 
Technology Enterprise Centre 
Business Technology Centre 
Technology Exchange 
Centre 
House 
Industry Link 
Business Enterprises LTD 
e------2-- c^^*-^ 
12 
4 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
D 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
Although only 3 locations classified themselves ( in 
their title ) as a Research Park (table 5), 4 gave this 
classification. This may be as a result of the study asking 
for the term which most appropriately described their 
location rather than for its actual title. The location at 
the advanced planning stage was described as a new term - an 
Enterprise Centre. As no replies were received ffom 
locations classifying themselves as Business Parks, a 
comparison could not be made with the literature findings. 
2.Similarities within the Science Park locations. Table 16 
compares the attributes identified within the Science Park 
locations. The table shows a high level of agreement in 
terms of the Science Parks having the attributes identified 
from the literature survey. 
Table 16 Science Park Attributes compared with related Locations 
__---___________--__---------------------------------- ==I======'------------------------ ------------------------------ 
A Physical Property Development? 
Mixed use activities? 
Changing property requirements? 
On or close proximity to University? 
Lou Density7 
Attractive Park-like l nvirorwnt? 
High quality of design? 
Potential for expansion? 
Manangement has variety of functions? 
Mixed Sponsors? 
Operational links uith University? 
Selective entry criteria? 
Flexible planning permission? 
Flexible tenancies? 
Conventional production excluded? 
Collection of high-technology firms? 
Firms at all stages of development? 
Caters for especially the starter firm? 4 36.4 3 42.9 2 66.7 5 71.4 
High level of research? 10 90.9 7 100.0 2 66.7 5 71.4 
Lou level of manufacturing? 9 81.8 3 42.9 2 66.7 4 57.1 
Science Research Innovation Technology 
Park Park Centre Park 
--------- ----------------------------===-I--------- _______-------_------------- 
YES X YES x YES x YES X 
5=I=1====PIIE====IEP===915====05================= 
10 90.9 7 100.0 3 100.0 7 100.0 
10 90.9 2 28.6 3 100.0 7 100.0 
10 90.9 6 85.7 2 66.7 5 71.4 
11 100.0 7 100.0 3 100.0 6 85.7 
11 100.0 7 100.0 3 100.0 5 71.4 
10 90.9 7 100.0 3 100.0 6 85.7 
11 100.0 7 100.0 3 100.0 7 100.0 
10 90.9 7 100.0 2 66.7 4 57.1 
10 90.9 6 85.7 3 100.0 5 71.4 
8 72.7 3 42.9 2 66.7 4 57.1 
10 90.9 7 100.0 3 100.0 7 100.0 
11 100.0 7 100.0 3 100.0 7 100.0 
7 63.6 2 28.6 2 66.7 6 85.7 
11 100.0 7 100.0 2 66.7 5 71.4 
8 72.7 7 100.0 2 66.7 2 28.6 
11 100.0 7 100.0 3 100.0 7 100.0 
11 100.0 6 85.7 2 66.7 6 85.7 
lo-11 (90.9%-100%) locations indicated that they had 15 
out of the 20 attributes. Individual replies clarified 
these findings. For example, 1 location claimed that it was 
on or within close proximity to a University / HE1 as it 
was within 150 metres of the Science and Technology 
Laboratories. Furthermore, the location was situated in an 
attractive park-like environment as it was set in woodiand 
with a pond at the rear. Its selective entry criteria 
included all applications being vetted for financial, 
commercial, legal and technical conditions. Another 
location added that its flexible tenancies included 21 years 
with 3 year break-clauses. However, shorter tenancies were 
allowed subject to a premium. 1 reply clarified a 
collection of high-technology firms in terms of having firms 
in the biotechnology and instrumentation activities. 
Nevertheless, only 4 (36.4%) locations indicated that they 
catered especially for the starter firm and only 7 (63.6%) 
indicated that they had flexible planning permission 
allowing mixed use activities. 8 (72.7%) indicated that 
they had mixed sponsors and that conventional production was 
excluded. 
3.Similarities within related locations. Tables 17-19 
compare the attributes identified within related locations. 
From table 17 it is observed that there is almost total 
agreement between Research Parks and Research Centres 
Table 17 Research Park Attributes 
5==1===11+=====rII=I-o============== 
Research Research t 
Park Centre , 
A Physical Property Development? 
On or close proximity to University9 
Lou Density7 
Attractive Park-like envirowent? 
High quality of design? 
University key role in management? 
Leading-edge activities? 
Collection of high-technology firms? 
N = 
=II*III-*LI1III1==lOIfIIItl ! 
YES NO YES NO ' 
---__- *11111111==f=S-III===-=------ ! 
4 0 3 D ! 
4 0 3 0 
4 0 3 0 
4 0 3 0 
4 0 3 D 
4 0 3 0 
4 D 2 1 
4 0 3 D 
l=t't=====ll===l===='IE======== 
7 
Table 18 Innovation Centre Attributes 
=5====0=====1===1==================== 
Innovation Innovation 
Park Centre 
==3================-=1-5========= 
YES NO YES NO 
===i0===========5=====-1S=f======= 
Industrial Building? 1 -0 2 0 
On or close proximity to University? 1 0 2 0 
Within a restricted space? D 1 2 0 
Flexible tenancies? 1 0 1 1 
Caters for especially the starter firm? 1 D 1 1 
Invention into product? 1 D 2 0 
Ilf=1101=*53=15============= 
N=3 
Table 19 Technology Park Attributes 
EOP=======IZ=I=5=====5=====t====P== 
Technology Business 
Technology Technology Enterprise Technology Enterprise 
Technopark Park Centre Centre Centre Centre 
---------------------------========================================================= __--_---------------------- 
YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO 
_______-__-________----------------------------------------------------------------- ___-__--_--_________---------------------------------------------------------------- 
Mixed use activities? 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
On or close proximity to University? 1 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
High quality of design? 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Collection of high-technology firms? 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Errphasis on production? 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 D 1 1 0 
Academic involvement not essential? D 1 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 1 
==r===E==E===r=E==I=-==r==L=--=r===O=========================================================== 
N=7 
possessing the attributes identified from the literature 
survey. For example, all 7 locations indicated that they 
had 7 (88%) out of the 8 attributes. However, 1 (13%) 
Research Centre indicated that its firms did not engage in 
leading-edge activities. All 3 Innovation Parks and 
Innovation Centres indicated that they were industrial 
building developments which were on or within cl&e 
proximity to a University / HE1 and emphasised the 
development of inventions into commercial products. 1 (33%) 
Innovation Park claimed that it was not a development within 
a restricted space whereas the 2 (67%) Innovation Centres 
were ( table 18 ). Although the literature suggested that 
with Technology Parks academic involvement was not 
essential, all 7 locations did not agree. Furthermore, 4 
(57%) claimed that within their locations there was not 
emphasis on production. All 7 concluded that they had a 
location of high quality design, collection of high- 
technology firms and allowed mixed use activities (table 
19). 
4,Overlans between Science Parks and Related locations. 
From table 16 it can be seen that overlaps occur between 
Science Parks and related locations. For example, there is 
total agreement amongst all locations having a number of 
attributes including a high quality of design, selective 
entry criteria and a collection of high-technology firms. 
All 7 Research Parks have 12 (60%) of the Science Park 
attributes. All 3 Innovation Centres have 10 (50%) of the 
attributes and 2 (67%) have the remaining 10. However, only 
5 (29%) Technology Parks indicated that conventional 
production was excluded. Table 20 indicates that there is 
not a significant variation between the Science Parks and 
v 
related developments having the grouped attributes of the 
Science Parks ( X2 = 0.181 at 6 degrees of freedom and the 
5% level of significance ). 
Table 20 Grouped Science Park Attributes ccqoared with Related locations 
===15====1===115=20=11=0115=1=====3===1=================== 
Science Research Innovation Technology 
Park Park Centre Park Total 
===I======I===L===IP=====------1P=5=ll= -------- 
Physical 83 50 22 47 202 
===115==I=I=I==f===t5=IZ==I-==1230113=1P-=---- ----I==================~================ 
Managerial 65 39 17 36 157 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------======= ________________---_--------------------------------------------------------------- 
Firm 45 26 11 27 109 
E===x=I===I=I=i =-ID==*=====------------------------------------ -==11===5===13o=zI======== -------------------------------------- 
Total 193 115 50 110 468 
============t=======E==l=====Z================================================================== 
5.Differences between related locations and Science Parks. 
Tables 21-22 compare the suggested differences found in the 
literature review between related locations and the Science 
Parks. 
Table 21 Differences between an Innovation Centre and a Science Park 
===========t====i'--------- ---------DI==1====5111=1131=1==1==3=-=========~================ 
Industrial Building? 
Yithin a restricted space? 
Invention into product? 
Total number of locations 
Imovation Science 
Centre Park 
=======--------================================== __ -- 
NO 
YES X NO YES % NO ANSWER 
.=Ir=113===E==1=P======--=I=-==0==-I=====~=========~======= 
3 100.0 0 3 27.3 7 1 
2 66.7 1 6 54.5 5 0 
3 100.0 0 9 81.8 1 1 
e-m---- z-----me--------- ---------================================ 
3 11 
From the findings (table 21) it is observed that there 
is a difference between the Science Parks and Innovation 
Centres being a development within an industrial building. 
Only 3 (27%) of the Science Park locations claimed that they 
were compared with all 3 Innovation Centres. However, it is 
observed that further overlaps exist as 6 (54%) Science 
Parks regard themselves as developments within a restricked 
space compared with 2 (67%) Innovation Centres. 
Furthermore, 9 (82%) Science Parks claimed that there was 
emphasis within their locations upon the development of 
inventions into commercial products compared with all 3 of 
Innovation Centre locations. 
From table 22 it is observed that there is a difference 
between Science Parks and Technology -Parks concerning 
whether there is emphasis within locations upon production ? 
Only 1 (9%) Science Park claimed that there was emphasis on 
production compared with 3 (43%) Technology Parks. However, 
both types of location agreed that academic involvement was 
essential with only 1 (9%) Science Park disagreeing. 
Table 22 Differences between a Technology Park and a Science Park 
=====================ZPtf==*========================================= 
Technology Science 
Park Park 
======================1========5=========================== 
NO 
YES X NO % YES % NO X ANSUER 
PI=IP=====I=IIIIIL=P0;=DIIIIISDD5=P==Zt= 
Academic involvement not essential? 0 0.0 7 100.0 1 9.1 10 90.9 0 
Emasis on production? 3 42.9 4 57.1 1 9.1 9 81.8 1 
========================IIDS=============================== 
Total nunber of locations 7 11 
CONCLUSIONS. 
This paper concludes that the grouped attributes of the 
Science Parks and related locations identified from the 
literature survey are very similar to the characteristics of 
the actual locations. It is concluded that confusion in the 
literature concerning the interchangeability of using the 
term Science Park with related locations ( Research Parks, 
Innovation Centres, and Technology Parks ) is explained by 
finding a considerable number of similar attributes between 
locations. Furthermore, the suggested literature 
differences between related locations and Science Parks were 
not supported by many of the actual findings. Consequently, 
it is concluded that a Science Park should be defined in 
terms of a broad spectrum of locations rather than one which 
has rigid boundaries. 4 replies specifically commented that 
they regarded the UKSPA definition as the most appropriate. 
It too defines a Science Park in terms of a broad spectrum 
of developments. Consequently, for the purpose of 
determining a sample of the Science Parks for the wider 
study investigating networks, the total population of 
Science Parks consists of the 33 operational members of the 
United Kingdom Science Park Association ( Feb. 1988 ). 

development in the UK 
presented at the UKSPA 
Nov 3rd-4th 1988 UMIST. 
-and the excsting pattern". Paper 
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Bullock, M. (1985) . Academic Enternrise. Industrial 
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